2. Pad or stationing height determined by spacing needed to install trap. Ref.

REQUIREMENTS:
FOR PIPING AND INSULATION MATERIAL
CONNECTION POINT, REIF. SPECIFICATIONS
PIPE SIZE (1" min. at each AHU drain
1. Ref. Plan DWG 5 for Condensate Drain

NOTES:

Pressure in inches-W.C.
B = Greater of 2" or 1/2" plus AHU total

Pressure in Inches-W.C.
A = Greater of 4" or 1/2" plus AHU total

DRAWTHRU:

SCALE: NONE

CONDENSATE DRAIN DETAIL

Provide support, as required.

Drwg. for location.

Turn down into drain. See plan

See note no. 1.

Fitting with plug.

ThruEHed cleavage for blow thru provide

Open for thru

AHU

DRAIN PAN

SEE NOTE 2